Summary

This diploma thesis is focused on measurement of effectiveness of the one to one peer coeval mentoring programme “Ve dvou se to lépe táhne” that was designated for youth at risk. The main goal of the thesis is to choose an appropriate way how to measure programme effectiveness and verify the possibility to integrate it with the methodology of the programme.

In the introduction of the theoretical part of thesis there are given the definitions of adolescence and changes related with this age, circumstances that threaten youth at risk and the list of programmes, available in the Czech Republic, for youth at risk. Moreover there is introduced the program “Ve dvou se to lépe táhne” and possibilities for evaluation of the programme in particular from the impact on clients point of view.

Practical part gives information about the chosen evaluation method and its modification corresponding with particularities of the programme, further describes the implementation stage of the method and finally a pilot version of the modified method on the basis of created questionnaires is assessed.